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The design of humanoid robots for rich, safe
interactions with everyday environments and

humans requires techniques for online learning of
sensorimotor and social control skills. The open-
source 3D-printed humanoid robot Poppy shown

here allows systematic experimentation in the
integration of such learning methods with

adequately designed morphologies
(http://www.poppy-project.org; photo Inria/H.

Raguet).
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Robotics is evolving today toward applications in
which robots enter into everyday life and thus
need to be able to interact with non-engineers;
robots that assist people with disabilities in their
homes are an example [5]. For such applications,
robots must be able to manipulate and use objects
in the human environment that cannot be known
and modelled beforehand by engineers. For
reasons of safety and energy efficiency, the use of
soft materials and soft actuators is flourishing in
these applications [12]; difficult control problems
arise, however, because the dynamics of these
soft materials are difficult to model analytically.
For these reasons, a crucial goal has become the
development of learning methods that allow
robots to acquire models of the dynamics of their
own bodies and their interactions with new
objects.

Researchers working on these learning methods
face several challenges: (1) the sensorimotor
spaces to be modelled are high-dimensional and
strongly nonlinear; (2) learning should occur
incrementally through physical interaction, as it
is impossible to anticipate all situations “in
factory”; (3) data has to be acquired

autonomously through sensorimotor experiments that are costly in time and energy. It is not possible to
rely on pre-built databases containing learning examples, fed in a batch manner to statistical inference
algorithms. A major challenge is to find ways to acquire data efficiently:  Learning by randomly chosen
experiments is bound to fail; recently, developmental learning methods, partially inspired by infant
development, have been studied to guide the process of data acquisition [10].

Several strands can be distinguished among learning methods. Methods of active learning that allow the
choice of experiments that maximize model improvement combine advanced empirical evaluation of
information gain [3] with stochastic action-selection algorithms [8]. These methods have made possible,
for example, the acquisition of omnidirectional locomotion skills in a compliant robot on slippery surfaces
[3]. Other methods have exploited the ability of (non-engineer) humans to learn by imitation.
Demonstration of a skill by a human is used as input to a stochastic optimization method in an effort to
adapt to the physical particularities of the robot; the idea is to infer either which aspects of the
demonstrated skills are relevant [2,4] or the hidden objective through inverse reinforcement learning [1].
The combination of active autonomous learning and learning by imitation was recently approached
through methods allowing the active choice of learning strategies [9]. Developers of methods making up
other strands have explored how processes of maturation, progressively freeing degrees of freedom in the
motor and perceptual spaces, could accelerate learning in large spaces [7].
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Finally, a topic of central importance is the co-design of body morphologies, controllers, and learning
methods: The integrated design of body geometry, distribution of mass, and material properties can indeed
considerably facilitate the acquisition of control skills [11]. This explains recently released robotic
platforms that allow the combination of rapid prototyping of body morphologies (based on 3D printing)
and control methods [6].
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